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Abstract: In recent times, 3D electrical resistivity and induced polarization tomographies are being
used more frequently. However, it is often not possible to have regular grids of electrodes due to
irregular topography, difficulty accessing urbanized or industrialized places, and other environmental
and health problems. In these cases, the use of unconventional arrays is necessary, arranging the
electrodes around the inaccessible area according to one or more open or closed polygonal traces.
In this work, three different perimeter arrangements of electrodes are considered, and, for each,
three different electrode array configurations are tested by calculating their apparent resistivity and
solving the inverse problem on a three-dimensional model with resistive and conductive blocks. The
comparison of the results showed that the dataset that produces the most realistic inverse model
consists of electrodes arranged in concentric squares and the use of the Full Range Gradient (FRG)
Array. This combination was evaluated in the field on a waste landfill, in which electrical resistivity
and induced polarization tomographies were carried out, exploiting the access paths to the various
sectors of the landfill to arrange the electrodes on approximately concentric polygons. The 3D models
of electrical resistivity and induced polarization allowed the detection of zones of high concentration
of leachate, defining their extension, and monitoring the functioning of the waterproofing membrane
at the bottom of the landfill. The results proved that when it is not possible to arrange a regular grid
of electrodes, the use of perimeter disposals of electrode joined to the FRG array provide a sufficiently
homogeneous resolution below the area to be investigated.

Keywords: electrical resistivity tomography; induced polarization; unconventional electrode arrays;
3D models; landfill; leachate

1. Introduction

In direct current electrical resistivity methods, an electric field is generated by applying
an electromotive force to a pair of current electrodes planted on the ground and the intensity
of the generated current is measured [1]. The difference in electric potential is measured
between two other electrodes, thus obtaining a measure of apparent resistivity given by
the ratio between the potential difference ∆V and the current intensity I multiplied by a
geometric factor G, which depends on the electrode array.

The solution to the direct problem is based on the equations governing the current flow
associated with an electric field generated by point sources of electric current. The subsoil
is discretized into cells and the solution to the problem is calculated based on the finite
difference method [2] or the finite element method [3]. The inverse problem is nonlinear
and ill-posed and is commonly solved with damped least squares methods [4].

Contrasts in electrical resistivity are often caused by lithological changes [5] and
variations in porosity or water content [6], but they can also be caused by the presence of
clayey sediments [7], metallic material, pollutants, and leachate.
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In these cases, the combined use of electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) and induced
polarization tomography (IPT) is useful [8,9]. IPT investigates the capacitive properties of
the subsoil [10] which are strongly linked to the presence of clay, sulfides, and metal salts
in water solution, or leachate [11,12].

In the last two decades, the method of electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) has
been developed rapidly and successfully [13] thanks to the emergence of automatic devices
capable of simultaneously acquiring large quantities of potential measurements with the
same current dipole [14]. At the same time, 2D and 3D inversion algorithms [15] have
become increasingly efficient.

Conventional 3D electrical tomography investigation techniques involve the acqui-
sition of grid-shaped distributed ERT-2D profiles, using roll-along techniques to acquire
data in 3D [16]. In these cases, however, there is the risk of performing many current
inputs and, consequently, spending too much time on data acquisition. To overcome this
problem, different arrays and combinations of measures have been designed to reduce the
number of observations while maintaining adequate resolution and data quality for a 3D
inversion [17]. Loke and Barker [15] proposed the “cross diagonal survey” technique, based
on the pole-to-pole array, in which the potential measurements are acquired by considering
electrodes along the orthogonal and diagonal directions of the grid passing through the
current electrode. Fiandaca et al. [18] proposed the “Maximum Yield Grid” array, based on
potential dipoles aligned in correspondence with the direction of the maximum gradient
of the electric field, to minimize the number of measurements, considering few current
dipoles, and consequently the times of acquisition and the invasiveness.

However, when planning a 3D survey, it is not always possible to use a regular
grid in which the electrode distances are the same in the two orthogonal directions. In
these cases, if the difference is too large, the resolution decreases drastically. Gharibi and
Bentley [19] demonstrated that to obtain a sufficient resolution of the inverse model, the
maximum separation between the electrode arrays should not exceed twice the in-line
distance between the electrodes.

Although many authors have obtained appreciable results by inverting together ap-
parent resistivity data obtained by acquiring separate 2D ERTs [20] or by interpolating
models obtained from 2D inversions [21], nevertheless these models suffer from a significant
reduction in resolution compared to the corresponding 3D models.

Furthermore, in urban or particularly rough areas, the spaces in which it is possible to
carry out parallel electrode laying are drastically reduced. Consequently, researchers are
forced to use the spaces available between buildings, walls, roads, and paths. The separa-
tion between the available spaces can be much greater than the minimum recommended
distance to design grids or almost 3D electrode arrangements. In addition, inserting the
electrodes into the ground may be prohibited due to buried electricity cables, telephone
lines, water, gas, and drainage pipes, or simply because the structure being studied is a
historical monument.

To obviate these problems, unconventional arrangements have been proposed in the
past to investigate beneath surfaces that cannot be reached directly by the electrode arrays. In
the methods called “L’-array” [22] and “Corner array” [22], the electrodes are distributed to
form an L, exploiting, for example, two perpendicular ways adjacent to a building. However,
the tomographies obtained by these methods suffer from a low resolution in the center of the
investigated area. A modified version of these arrays, called “L and Corner” array has been
proposed by Tejero-Andrade et al. [23], considering among other modifications the possibility
of extending the survey to a quadrilateral. However, the results show a low resolution when
compared with those obtained from a regular grid of electrodes.

In this work, the resolution capability of unconventional arrays is studied in situations
where it is not possible to distribute the electrodes for optimal coverage, due to logistical
impediments that force placing the electrodes only in certain accessible areas. In these
cases, in which it is not possible to arrange the electrodes according to a regular and
homogeneous distribution, the only solution is to surround the area to be investigated with
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polygonal electrode arrangements [22,23]. The potential of areal electrode arrangements
on one or more quadrilaterals, contiguous or concentric, is studied to counteract the low
resolution afflicting the previously discussed electrode sequences. Furthermore, for these
arrangements, the possibilities of choosing electrode array configurations are studied, based
both on a low number of current dipoles, to exploit the potential of multi-channel resistivity
meters, and on thresholds on the geometric factor, to limit the noise.

Apparent resistivity measurements are simulated for the chosen combinations on a
three-dimensional model with resistive and conductive blocks and the results are discussed
and compared. Finally, a field test is carried out on a waste landfill, characterized by
the impossibility of setting up a regular grid of electrodes, for which the access paths to
the various sectors of the landfill were exploited to arrange electrodes on approximately
concentric paths. The apparent resistivity and induced polarization data were inverted to
obtain 3D models, aimed at defining the presence and geometry of any areas with a high
concentration of leachate.

2. Materials and Methods

When it is not possible to arrange a regular grid of electrodes to guarantee homogeneous
coverage of the investigated area, one is forced to adapt by arranging the electrodes in the only
accessible areas to attempt a 3D reconstruction of the electrical properties of the subsoil even
below the inaccessible areas. One approach to the problem is to arrange the electrodes around
the inaccessible area according to one or more open or closed polygonal traces. However,
in order for this choice to prove effective, it is important to use arrays that allow obtaining
sufficient resolution even in the volumes below the surfaces without electrodes so as to
guarantee the detectability of anomalous structures even below these areas. The effectiveness
of the investigation, therefore, depends on both the electrode areal arrangement and the
electrode array configuration chosen. Among the possible combinations, some that can
better represent the possible choices in such situations are proposed and studied here.

2.1. Electrode Areal Arrangements in Square Surfaces

Considering the typical multi-channel instruments on the market today, the availability
of an instrument with 96 channels, i.e., capable of acquiring up to 96 measurements
simultaneously, was hypothesized.

In a square surface with a side equal to 120 m, three different areal electrode arrange-
ments were considered, each having a total number of 96 electrodes (Figure 1). The first
simulated electrode arrangement consisted of positioning the electrodes on the perimeter
of the square that surrounds the investigated area, with a minimum electrode spacing
a = 5 m (electrode arrangement A, Figure 1A). The second consisted of two concentric
squares: the external square with a side of 120 m in which 48 electrodes are placed with a
minimum spacing of 10 m, and the internal square with a side of 60 m, in which the other
48 electrodes are placed with minimum electrode spacing a = 5 m (electrode arrangement
B, Figure 1B). The third electrode arrangement considered the same external square, cut in
four by a cross (with a minimum electrode spacing a = 5 m) to simulate four contiguous
areas (electrode arrangement C, Figure 1C).
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Figure 1. Three possible areal arrangements with 96 electrodes on a square area with a side of 120 m
in conditions of limited accessibility.

2.2. Choice of the Electrode Array Configurations

The choices of the electrode arrays for the acquisition sequences were dictated by
the need to limit the number of current dipoles used, trying in the same way to keep the
symmetricity and the regularity of the pseudosection. In consideration of this, among all the
possible electrode configurations, three configurations were chosen. The first configuration,
here called α, provides arrays with external current electrodes and internal potential
electrodes in which the two dipoles have the same midpoint. This corresponds to the
Wenner array if the electrodes are aligned. The second configuration, indicated by β, is
made by dipole–dipole arrays in which the current dipole and the potential dipole have the
same length. Finally, the γ combination includes the measurements performed with the Full
Range Gradient (FRG) array [24]. This latter is obtained by modifying the multiple gradient
array [25], including in the sequence ofpotential dipoles that are external to the current
dipole, also taking into account the Linear Grid array proposed by Martorana et al. [26].
The FRG array produces a pseudosection with extended lateral coverage, a much smaller
geometric factor, and less noise contamination than the dipole–dipole array.

For each areal electrode arrangement shown in Figure 1 the configurations α, β,
and γ were calculated. To limit the data noise, the measurements with a geometric factor
G > 3000 m and, among the dipole–dipole measurements, those with a dipole length greater
than 30 m were excluded. In this way, inverse models with low misfit and at the same time
an adequate depth of investigation should be obtained. Table 1 summarizes the proposed
electrode sequences, specifying the total number of measurements, the number of current
dipoles, and the average number of potential measurements per current dipole.

Concerning the electrode array configurations, the γ configuration is the one that
allows us to acquire a greater average number of potential measures for each current
dipole. This is certainly an advantage if multi-channel resistivity meters are used, capable
of carrying out several potential measurements at the same time. Ultimately, among the
nine possible combinations of electrode areal arrangement/electrode array configuration,
the combination between B and γ is the choice that presents the best compromise since its
number of total measurements is quite high and, at the same time, it shows the largest aver-
age number of potential measures for the current dipole (69). In this way, this combination
should be the fastest while ensuring a good resolution.
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Table 1. For each of the nine combinations of electrode areal arrangement and array configuration, the
amount of data, the number of current dipoles, and the average amount of potential measurements
per current dipole are shown.

Electrode Areal
Arrangement

Electrode Array
Configuration Amount of Data Number of

Current Dipoles

Average
Number of
Potential

Measures per
Current Dipole

A

α 7255 793 9
β 8584 524 16
γ 7326 160 46

B

α 21,240 980 21
β 8766 480 18
γ 13,114 390 69

C

α 21,618 982 22
β 12,730 590 21
γ 8303 293 28

2.3. Apparent Resistivity Data Calculation

Apparent resistivity data were calculated using RES3DMODx64 v. 3.06 software [27]
by simulating 3D electrical tomographies on a simple model of resistive (200 Ωm) and
conductive (10 Ωm) prisms [28], considering a square surface of 120 m × 120 m (Figure 2).
The top of the prisms is at a depth of 10 m. The heights of the prisms are equal to 10 m, the
widths are 20 m, and the length is 80 m for the resistive ones and 40 m for the conductive
one. The background resistivity is 50 Ωm. A noise of 2% was added to the calculated
electric potential, considering an average spontaneous potential equal to 20 mV.

Figure 2. Three-dimensional electrical resistivity model characterized by a conductive prism in the
center and two lateral resistive prisms, simulated with the RES3DMODx64 v. 3.06 software [27].

The spatial distributions of the apparent resistivity measurements are shown in
Figure 3. In these, the horizontal location of the data point is placed at the mid-point of the
set of electrodes used to make that measurement, whereas the vertical position is the median
depth of investigation [29], or pseudo-depth, of the electrode array used. This pseudo-
depth value is based on the sensitivity values or Frechet derivative for a homogeneous
half-space. This spatial distribution changes considerably for each of the combinations of
electrode areal arrangement and array configuration. Observing the electrode arrangement
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A, for this α and γ arrays show a much more regular data distribution versus β array. This
trend is observable, albeit with a lesser effect, also for the electrode arrangements B and C.

Figure 3. For each of the nine combinations of electrode areal arrangement and array configuration
of Table 1, the pseudospatial distribution (x, y, z) of apparent resistivity data is shown, where x and y
are the coordinates of the surface center of each electrode array and z is the pseudo-depth calculated
according to Edwards [29]. The black points show the electrode positions.

2.4. The Test Site

A field test was carried out to validate the choice of the FRG array in combination
with electrode arrangements on concentric quadrilaterals. The test site was a landfill of the
Bellolampo dump site in the municipal area of Palermo, Sicily (Italy).

For the purposes of regular monitoring of the environmental impact of a landfill,
minimizing the risk of contamination, it was important to precisely locate and characterize
the sources of contamination, in terms of lateral extension, depth, leakage of contaminants,
and type of waste (metal, hypersaline fluids, leachate, debris, etc.). Unfortunately, the
landfill area of Bellolampo (Figure 4) is at high environmental risk since it is quite close
to urban areas and was built on a substratum of fractured limestones. The site is located
northwest of the city of Palermo and is characterized by the slopes of a mountain relief in
which a natural watershed is found, the Celona Valley, which has extremely steep slopes,
relict river karst valleys and canyons, sub-horizontal surfaces, and karst depressions [30].

In the area, calcareous and dolomitic limestones outcrops are characterized mainly
by cracking-type permeability. The infiltration waters in the rock can reach the saturated
zones on the slopes of the hills surrounding the Palermo plain [31].

Landfill no. 6, which is currently in operation, is divided into four sectors. The seal-
ing of the bottom of the landfill was performed with two HDPE sheets with the interca-
lation of a clayey layer and another layer of drainage material with pipes for the leachate
collection network.

In waste landfills, the resistivity and chargeability variations are very abrupt and can
be correlated with the characteristics of the waste. These physical properties depend on
the presence of the leachate and its mobility and saturation [32,33]. Furthermore, the gas
content, the compaction density of the waste, and its variability affect the geoelectrical
parameters. Consequently, the 2D ERT and IPT are frequently used tools for landfill
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surveys [34–40]. The high heterogeneity of waste repositories leads to a preference for 3D
acquisitions [41–44] and the combined use of ERT and IPT [45].

Figure 4. A Google Earth view of landfill no. 6 in Bellolampo, Palermo (Sicily, Italy).

The 3D electrical tomography was acquired using the MAE X612-EM resistivity meter.
The instrumentation can use up to 96 electrodes simultaneously, allowing a high measure-
ment speed when optimized sequences are used, such as the multiple gradient array [25]
or, even better, the FRG array [24].

The features of the landfill and the steep slopes did not allow the electrodes to be
arranged according to a regular grid. Due to the considerations made in Section 2.2, an
electrode areal arrangement similar to B was therefore opted for, arranging the electrodes on
a series of approximately concentric perimeters along the access routes for waste disposal
in the various sectors of the landfill with an electrode spacing equal to 5 m. In this way,
an irregular layout of 180 electrodes was obtained (Figure 5). The electrode locations were
geo-referenced, using as a topographical basis a Digital Elevation Model with a resolution
of 0.5 m provided by the managers of the wasteland and obtained thanks to a detailed
topographical survey.

The γ electrode array configuration was used, involving the use of the FRG array [24]
which was optimized for multi-channel instrumentation, to allow a high number of poten-
tial dipoles for each current dipole. In this way, enough measurements to guarantee a good
resolution of the inverse model can be acquired in a short time. The goal of this combined
choice was to obtain results comparable to those obtained with the arrays frequently used
for 3D electrical resistivity and induced polarization tomographies when a regular electrode
grid disposal is possible.

A total of 12,217 apparent resistivity data and the same number of apparent charge-
ability data were acquired. The areal distribution of the measurement points is shown in
Figure 6, where x and y are the coordinates of the array center and z is the pseudo-depth
calculated according to Edwards [29]. It shows that this choice can allow a sufficiently
homogeneous coverage of the landfill material and consequently a good resolution of most
of the volume of the landfill.
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Figure 5. Electrode array arrangement on the upper surface of the Bellolampo landfill (Palermo,
Italy). The electrode locations are indicated by the blue circles. The DEM has a resolution of 0.5 m
and was provided by the managers of the wasteland.

Figure 6. Pseudospatial distribution (x, y, z) of the logarithm of apparent resistivity data, where x and
y are the coordinates of the surface center of each electrode array and z is the pseudo-depth calculated
according to Edwards [29]. The black dots show the electrode positions.

2.5. Data Processing and Inversion

The data processing and inversion relating to both the simulations on the synthetic
models and to the landfill survey were performed using the RES3DINVx64 v3.13 of
Geotomo Software [46].

The discretization of the inverse models was carried out considering the horizontal
dimensions of the cells equal to half of the minimum electrode spacing to obtain the
adequate resolution allowed by the high amount of data.

Unlike the apparent resistivity data simulated starting from the block model, the
dataset acquired at the landfill included values with a standard deviation greater than
20%, which were discarded. Furthermore, some outliers caused by high contact resistance
or by insufficient current intensity were eliminated. As a result, the dataset was heavily
reduced to 6093 processable measures, which is, however, an amount sufficient to obtain a
high-resolution model.
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For the discretization of the landfill inverse model, a grid of 32 × 28 nodes, equidistant
10 m, was chosen to cover a rectangular area of 310 m by 270 m, which included the positions
of all the electrodes used. The inverse model is thus composed of 31 × 27 × 13 = 10,881 cells.

The topographic correction was made using a Digital Elevation Model provided by
the landfill managing body. Considering the resolution of the inverse model, the resolution
of the DEM was lowered to 5 m. Furthermore, the inversion was constrained by using the
position of the waterproofing membrane placed at the base of the landfill which, due to
its insulating characteristics, should not allow the crossing of the current flow, forcing the
current to flow almost entirely inside the basin. In this way, the transition from conductive
materials (waste and leachate) to the much more resistive limestone rock is forced to take
place in correspondence with the bottom membrane [45].

The inversion process was stopped when the misfit changes fell below 2%, obtaining an
RMS misfit between observed and predicted data equal to 7.7% on the apparent resistivity
and 23.9% on the apparent chargeability. The dimensions of the cells of the rendered
volume of the Voxler 3D models are 5 m × 5 m × 2 m.

3. Results
3.1. Inverse Models from the Simulated Data

The inverse models obtained from the simulated data are shown in Figure 7, for each of
the nine combinations between electrode areal arrangement and array configuration. In the
volume rendering of the electrical resistivity distribution, isosurfaces of 30 Ωm and 70 Ωm
highlight, respectively, the conductive anomalous zones and the resistive ones. The choice
of these values, identical for all the inversions, was made after a careful analysis of the
anomalous shapes. The shapes and sizes of the original prisms are represented by red and
blue polygons in order to enhance the degree of correspondence between the anomalies
resulting from the inversions and the prisms of the original model. As a quantitative
indicator of the effectiveness of the inversions, we calculated the percentage of the volume
enclosed by the anomalies with respect to the volume of the conductive or resistive prisms.
The results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. For each of the nine combinations of electrode areal arrangement and array configuration,
the volume of resistive and conductive anomalies and their percentage with respect to the original
volume of the prisms are shown.

Electrode
Areal Ar-

rangement

Electrode
Array Con-
figuration

Volume of
Resistive

Anomalies
(m3)

% of Volume
of the

Resistive
Prisms

Volume of
Conductive
Anomalies

(m3)

% of Volume
of the

Conductive
Prisms

A

α 0 0 0 0
β 0 0 0 0
γ 0 0 0 0

B

α 11,940 37 4041 51
β 76,581 239 9536 119
γ 57,684 180 10,933 137

C

α 20,920 65 6161 77
β 26,809 84 8916 111
γ 43,492 136 10,125 127

The inverse models relating to the electrode areal arrangement A, in which the elec-
trodes are equally spaced along the perimeter of a square, do not give satisfactory results,
as none of them manages to identify the two resistive blocks. Only the α and γ arrays some-
how show conductive anomalies located below the center of the area, but with resistivity
values always higher than 30 Ωm and therefore very far from the real value. The electrode
areal arrangement B, having the electrodes equally spaced on the perimeters of two con-
centric squares, undoubtedly gives better results. For this arrangement, of the three array
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configurations tested, the γ array is the one that outlines the three blocks of anomalous
resistivity with greater resolution and detail. In fact, the anomalies show lengths very close
to the true ones and their volumes are quite close to the real ones, with a not excessive
overestimation. Finally, the electrode areal arrangement C, with four contiguous squares,
provides satisfactory results even if qualitatively inferior to those of B. In fact, in the latter
models, the lengths of the resistive block are strongly underestimated, probably due to
insufficient resolving power in the marginal zones of the investigated area. Conversely, the
conductive block, in the center of the square and, above all, below the electrodes arranged
in a cross, is well identified, both in size and shape. The results of the synthetic tests,
therefore, confirm that the best compromise is to choose the electrode areal arrangement B,
together with the γ array.

Figure 7. Inverse models obtained starting from the model shown in Figure 2 and the nine combi-
nations of electrode areal arrangement and array configuration in Table 1. The black circles shows
the electrode positions. The shapes and sizes of the original prisms are represented by red and
blue polygons.

3.2. Results of 3D ERT and IP on the Waste Landfill

The areal electrode arrangement in approximately concentric polygons together with
the use of the FRG array made it possible to obtain almost complete coverage of the entire
landfill, although obviously the greatest resolution is obtained in the zones close to the
electrodes. This can be deduced from Figure 8 which shows the spatial distribution of the
normalized value of the cell sensitivity in the inverse model, limited down by the water-
proofing membrane. The model is also cut into two vertical sections to highlight that the
sensitivity decreases with depth but remains sufficient down to the insulating membrane.
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Figure 8. Landfill of Bellolampo: spatial distribution of the normalized sensitivity pattern of the
inverse resistivity model. The logarithms of the values are represented. The display is limited to the
contents of the landfill.

Figure 9 shows the volume rendering of the ERT and IPT inverse models of the land-
fill, limited downward by the HDPE waterproofing membrane. The pattern of the apparent
resistivity (Figure 9a) appears very heterogeneous, with values ranging from a minimum
of about 0.3 Ωm to a maximum of about 300 Ωm. The resistive zones are close to the
external surface, whereas the conductive ones are more concentrated and extend from the
near-surface zones to the bottom of the landfill. This is evident in Figure 9b, where the
model is cut vertically to highlight how the resistivity varies with depth inside the landfill.

The chargeability values inside the landfill are also highly heterogeneous, varying
from a minimum of 0 ms to a maximum of 600 ms (Figure 9c). The zones with greater
chargeability are however concentrated in the center and extend to the bottom of the
landfill, as can be seen from the sectioned model in Figure 9d.

Figure 9. Landfill of Bellolampo: 3D rendering of the inverse models of electrical resistivity and
induced polarization, limited downward to the landfill contents by the bottom waterproof membrane:
(a) log (resistivity) model; (b) log (resistivity) model cut by vertical sections; (c) chargeability model;
(d) chargeability model cut by vertical sections.
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Finally, the 3D resistivity and induced polarization models were elaborated for the
bedrock zone below the landfill to evaluate the tightness of the impermeable layer. This part
of the 3D inverse models is shown in Figure 10. The electrical resistivity has a homogeneous
trend (Figure 10a,b), with values greater than 100 Ωm. The electrical chargeability has
generally low values (Figure 10c) except for a central zone (Figure 10d) in which it assumes
higher values, up to 450 ms.

Figure 10. Landfill of Bellolampo: 3D rendering of the inverse models of electrical resistivity and
induced polarization, limited upward by the waterproof membrane and relating to the bedrock
below the landfill: (a) log (resistivity) model; (b) log (resistivity) model cut by vertical sections;
(c) chargeability model; (d) chargeability model cut by vertical sections.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

The results obtained from the simulated data on the blocky model show that the
volumetric distribution of the inverse model resolution changes considerably depending
on the chosen electrode areal arrangement. With the same number of electrodes, their
arrangement on a single polygon does not allow an adequate resolution of the zones inside
the polygon. In fact, the resistive or conductive blocks are not identified with sufficient
accuracy by the inverse models. The choice, if possible, to arrange electrodes along two
concentric or contiguous polygons significantly improves the resolution in the center of
the investigated area, while maintaining an acceptable detail also in the peripheral areas.
However, arrangement B with concentric squares allows obtaining models in which the
lengths of the two non-centered prisms are identified more accurately, probably because
this arrangement guarantees a more homogeneous coverage than arrangement C.

Considering the same electrode areal arrangement, the choice of the electrode array
configuration also affects the quality and reliability of the inverse model, albeit to a lesser
extent. In this context, the β and γ arrays give inverse models that are more similar to
the starting model than that obtained by the α array. However, the γ array is preferable
because it allows for a shorter measurement time for about the same amount of data
acquired, thanks to the high value of potential measurements that can be carried out for
each current dipole.
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The test carried out on the Bellolampo landfill (Palermo, Italy) allowed the results
obtained through the simulations to be validated in the field. The choice of a landfill site
was suggested by the need to obtain a highly detailed three-dimensional representation of
the electrical resistivity and chargeability in an area with high criticality regarding access
and operability, also in consideration of carrying out the measurements in the shortest time
possible for health and safety reasons. In a landfill, it is not possible to arrange the electrodes
regularly, but field operations are limited by the access paths to the various sectors. In this
context, the choice of arranging the electrodes along summarily concentric polygons appeared
to be the only practicable one. Furthermore, the choice of the FRG array allowed us to carry
out the measurements in the shortest possible time while guaranteeing adequate coverage
and good resolution, at least in the landfill area above the water-proofing membrane.

In the 3D ERT results, the resistive zones, close to the external surface, indicate a dry
waste material, not permeated by leachate. By highlighting the volumes with very low
resistivity and/or very high chargeability values (Figure 11), it is possible to delimit the
zones where the leachate accumulates inside the landfill and to identify the areas where
the leachate could potentially spill below the waterproofing membrane. The zones with
resistivity lower than 3 Ωm are highlighted inside the waste (Figure 11a) and in the rock
bottom under the membrane (Figure 11b). These conductive zones, more localized and
extended further down, are an indication of a high concentration of leachate which, due to
gravitational effects, tends to accumulate at the bottom of the landfill.

Figure 11. Landfill of Bellolampo: volumes in which the resistivity is less than 3 Ωm, respectively,
above (a) and below (b) the waterproofing membrane indicated by the gray grid; volumes in which the
chargeability is greater than 300 ms, respectively, above (c) and below (d) the waterproofing membrane.

Similarly, the zones with chargeability greater than 300 ms are shown inside the waste
(Figure 11c), and below the waterproofing membrane (Figure 11d).

The accumulation of leachate within the waste is even better highlighted in the IPT by
volumes with high electrical chargeability because it is characterized by a high concentra-
tion of metallic salts in the solution. The high chargeability values below the landfill could
be caused by a sewage spill, resulting from a non-perfect seal of the membrane. However,
it must be specified that the membrane, due to its very high electrical resistivity, acts as an
insulator for the electric field, considerably reducing the resolution of the inverse models
below it.
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The combined use of the electrode arrangement on concentric polygons and the FRG
array, optimized for fast acquisitions with multi-channel resistivity meters, allowed us to
identify and define the zones of high leachate concentration inside the landfill and monitor
any leaks below it, thus achieving the pre-established objective, in a particularly critical
environment in which full access to the area is limited and it is not advisable to stay for a
long time.
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